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Centor Twinpoint lock
winner of the AWA 2010 Design Award



Style

LT and LA have the sleek and clean styling synonymous 

with all Centor products. Their low profile allows any folding 

system, such as Centor E2, E3 or E4, to stack neatly,  

without intrusive door furniture getting in the way.

Centor Twinpoint locks are fully concealed within the door 

stile, avoiding long or hard-to-reach dropbolts fixed to the 

door face, particularly on tall doors. 

The Centor Twinpoint is an unobtrusive, functional and  

sleek locking solution.

Function

Centor LT and LA operate easily with a simple handle rotation, 

driving a 25 mm throw into the head and sill. This makes it one 

of the most secure bolt locks on the market. An installed Centor 

Twinpoint system is completely accessible and serviceable.

Centor Twinpoints are available un-keyed and keyed. Keyed 

systems use a robust pin cylinder, and have a damage-proof 

design where a door cannot be unbolted without first removing 

the key. This means door finishes are not accidentally damaged, 

as doors cannot be manoeuvred with the key in the lock. 

For people with mobility impairments, the Centor Twinpoint 

offers the security of two dropbolts, but without the access 

problems associated with dropbolts being too high or low  

to reach, and hard-to-grip door handles.
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Specifications

min door thickness 35 mm

security keyed, non-keyed

throw length 25 mm

uses folding, hinged, French & some sliding

The award winning Centor Twinpoint locking system is an 

elegant and secure locking solution designed specifically  

for folding doors. The innovative design of Centor’s Twinpoint 

locks combines the security of two dropbolts with the 

convenience of a single-action, low profile central handle. 

The LT Twinpoint for timber doors and LA Twinpoint for 

aluminium doors are easy to install and a delight to use. 
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Testing

The Centor LT and LA have been tested to 100,000 cycles at maximum configuration to ensure 

smooth working order beyond their 10 year warranty period. 

The LT and LA twinpoint locking systems have also been exposed to dust, mud, sand and 

corrosive atmospheres to ensure they stand up to real life use. This includes exposure to salt 

spray for seaside installations.

Finishes and materials

The stainless steel door furniture is available in a range of finishes to suit any door or décor. 

Centor LT and LA Twinpoint locks are made from durable, corrosion-resistant materials.
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Door furniture (stainless steel)

brushed stainless steel,  

PVD gold or PVD black finish

Key cylinder  

brushed metallic or  

brass finish

Timber transmission housing  

brushed metallic, gold anodised 

or black anodised finish



Centor designs and manufacturers systems for windows and doors. 

Our commitment to innovation and engineered design ensures 

our systems are stylish, easy to install and a delight to use.   
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